
Composition & Literature 9
MCC Summer Reading Assignment 2021-2022

Greetings! I hope you’ll see this assignment as an opportunity to read instead of a task to complete. Reading has been
proven to reduce stress, increase your vocabulary, improve your memory, and strengthen your analytical thinking skills,
in addition to many other benefits. I try to read a little bit every day, and I hope this assignment will encourage you to do
the same.

Assignment #1 - In order to facilitate a wide variety of interests, I am giving you academic freedom to select a book
that you want to read, fiction or nonfiction, and then simply read it. The only stipulation? It must be a work of literary
merit at/above your reading level, AND I must approve it. First, join our “Composition & Literature 9” Google
Classroom (Code: ubhl7kk). Next, make your text selection by responding to the question posted in Google Classroom
no later than 6/14/2021. DO NOT SELECT a text you have read before either independently or for any other course at
MCC.

Assignment #2 - Read your choice text and complete the assignment posted in Google Classroom by 8/9/2021
(NOON). For the assignment, you will need to address all of the following areas. Skip a line between each bulleted
request.

1. Title, Author, Publication Date
2. Explain the significance of the title. There is always an intention, so prove it (3-4 sentences).
3. If you were giving a 1-minute speech on this text, recommending it to a group, what would you say?

I am looking for an extended paragraph for this response (minimum 11 sentences).
4. Lastly, explain the academic value of the text you chose to read. I am looking for a paragraph for this

response (minimum 11 sentences).

We will be using this text to create a Digital Book Talk, so please be sure to bring it to class the first day of
school.

Assignment #3 - Bring a copy of Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck to class on the first day of school. If you are
purchasing a copy, I will be using the following edition in class: 9789390354689. However, if you are borrowing a
copy any edition of the novel should work.

Please note that your choice text OR Of Mice and Men must be purchased and turned in to Mrs. Silva the FIRST
DAY OF SCHOOL as it will be added to our classroom library.

Questions? Concerns? Please contact me ksilva@muskegoncatholic.org

OPTIONAL Assignment: Challenge yourself to read 1-2 additional books. You do not have to purchase the

additional book(s). With a library card, you can check books out at the public library including online options. Here is
the link to the Muskegon Area District Library- Free Resources including how to easily get a library card! Another idea
would be to borrow books from classmates. If you look in Google Classroom, you can see what everyone else is reading
for Assignment #1.

mailto:ksilva@muskegoncatholic.org
https://www.madl.org/special_resources/index.php


Book Challenge Personal response
Complete the attached sheet for each book that you read to earn ADDITIONAL CREDIT to start the school year! You can

earn additional credit for up to 2 books. Your responses must be thoughtful and HANDWRITTEN using complete
sentences.You can print this document or complete it on a separate sheet of lined paper.

The sheet(s) must be turned in on the first day of school to earn additional credit.

Student Name: _______________________________________ Book Title & Author: ________________________________________

1. Did you like the book? Why or why not? Would you recommend it to other people? What types of people might like this
book?

2. What struggles did you encounter as you read? (Was there anything you found difficult? Were there vocabulary words or
concepts you didn’t understand?)

3. Choose an idea that the book presents and respond personally to that idea. (For example, maybe the book is a coming of age
story about a kid who’s pressured to do something they don’t want to do. You could write about a time that something similar
happened to you, showing how you can relate to the character)

Parent Signature: ____________________________________________________________________________________________


